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Context
These calculations highlight the economic contribution of
G4S to the UK national and regional economies in terms of
jobs, output and Gross Value Added (GVA)* supported.
This covers G4S operations and the knock-on impacts as
G4S spends with suppliers and employees spend their
incomes.
Estimates are based on 2014/5 data provided by G4S.
*Gross Value Added (GVA) measures the value of all goods and services produced in an economy and forms a
common performance indicator used by the Government to measure economic performance. It is defined as
turnover less the cost of intermediate goods excluding labour costs, and is equivalent to salaries and taxes paid, and
profits earned.

Economic Approach
The economic impact of G4S’s activities on national income
and employment can be estimated by bringing together the
following effects:
• Direct impact: persons employed directly by G4S (including
contractor employees) who receive wages and salaries;

• Indirect impact: income and employment created in
businesses which supply the goods and services used by
G4S in its day to day activities; and,
• Induced impact: further income and employment
generated as wages created directly and indirectly are spent
within the economy.

Direct Impacts - Employment
•
•
•
•
•

G4S directly employed 38,710 people living and working in the UK in 2014.
Of these 79% were FT and 21% PT jobs.
£819 million paid in wages.
88% in Operations (up by 2% since the year before).
43% of employees work in the Secure Solutions business unit, 22% work in
Facilities Management, 13% in Cash Solution and 13% in Central Government
Services.
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UK-Wide Presence
The North West, Scotland and London regions are each home to 13% of the
workforce, with 12% in both the South East and West Midlands.

Direct Impacts – Output and GVA
In summary employment by G4S created in 2014:
£1,501,518,730 direct output for the UK economy and
£1.02 billion of which is GVA

Impact on Supply Chain (Indirect Impact)
• In total, £479.8 million was spent on suppliers in 2014. Of these, 95%
was on suppliers based in the UK, with 50% being SMEs.
• In turn, this supports employment and income in G4S's immediate
supplier industries, and their subsequent suppliers:
 In total the G4S supply chain is estimated to have generated a total
of £801 million of turnover, support around 8,400 FTE jobs and
contribute £358m indirectly to GVA.
 This activity is also estimated to have generate £81m in tax revenue
from businesses and employees.
Indirect Impact (Supply Chain Impact)
Employment supported amongst suppliers
Output generated amongst suppliers
GVA generated

Value
8,414 FTEs
£800,988,709
£357,567,224

Indirect Supply Chain Impacts –
Output and GVA
G4S expenditure on suppliers in 2014 generated:
£800,988,709 Output – of which £358 million is GVA

Impact of Employee Expenditure (Induced)
 G4S employees and those employees in the supply chain have
supported further employment and output in consumer industries
through their expenditure.
 It is estimated that in total, this wage expenditure supports a further
10,800 FTE jobs in the UK with associated output of £576 million
and contributing £345m to GVA.
Induced Impacts
Employment supported in consumer sectors

Value
10,770 FTEs

Output generated in consumer sectors

£575,626,860

GVA generated

£344,817,087

Induced Impacts – Output and GVA
It is estimated that expenditure by G4S employees and
suppliers in 2014 generated:
Turnover/output of £575,626,860 - £345 million of
which is GVA.

Summary of Total G4S Economic Impact
in the UK - 2014

In total, through its activities, employees and suppliers, G4S has
contributed £1,724m (£1.724bn) to the UK economy and supported 53,800
FTE jobs in 2014.
In total, the economy activity created by G4S contributed £423m in taxes
to the Exchequer.

Economic Impacts by UK Region
G4S supported more than 7,000 FTE jobs in three regions – London, North West and
Scotland, contributing over £200 million to each of these regional economies
G4S business activities supported over 2,000 FTE jobs in each of the other regions

G4S in 2014
G4S's Supply Chain
8,414 FTE jobs supported by
G4S's procurement activity with
businesses based in the UK

G4S Employment
Directly contributed £1.02
billion to the UK economy
Directly employed 38,710
people – 34,665 FTE equivalent
jobs
Paid in tax receipts £245 million

Resulting in an additional £358
million contribution to the UK
economy and £81 million in tax
receipts

In total in 2014:
53,800 FTE jobs in the UK
were dependent on G4S

Spending by Employees and
Suppliers
An additional 10,770 FTE jobs
were supported in the UK through
G4S's staff and supply chain's
spending

This spending also resulted in an
additional £345million
contribution to the economy and
£95 million in tax receipts

£1.724 billion were ADDED
to the economy –
£4.72 million per day
contribution
£423million in tax paid to
the Exchequer supported by
G4S; equivalent to £16 for
every household in the UK

26.7 million households in the UK in 2014
(ONS, Jan 2015)
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